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P001 [ABS-31] Counseling activities of drug use at community pharmacies in Hue City, Vietnam
Quoc-Duong Doan¹, Thi-Quynh Le¹, Thi-Ha Vo¹,²
¹Department of Clinical Pharmacy, Faculty of Pharmacy, Hue University of Medicine and Pharmacy, Vietnam
²Department of Pharmacy, Hue University Hospital, Vietnam

P002 [ABS-33] Validation of the Vi – Med® tool for medication review in clinical pharmacy practice in Vietnamese hospitals
Tra – Linh Hoang¹, Thi – Ha Vo¹,²
¹Department of Clinical Pharmacy, Faculty of Pharmacy, Hue University of Medicine and Pharmacy, Vietnam
²Department of Pharmacy, Hue University Hospital, Vietnam

P003 [ABS-38] A retrospective review: oral indomethacin vs oral paracetamol for Patent Ductus Arteriosus (PDA) closure in neonates
Nazedah Ain Ibrahim, Poorani A/P Anandakrishnan, Nabilah Che Umar, Maple Chan Huey Chi’ing, Priscilla Emma Stephen
Hospital SG Buloh, Malaysia

Nazedah Ain Ibrahim¹, Noraida Mohamed Shah²
¹Faculty Of Pharmacy Hospital Sungai Buloh, Malaysia
²Faculty Of Pharmacy Universiti Kebangsaan Malaysia, Malaysia

P005 [ABS-68] Is pharmacovigilance concept well-known in Malaysia – an insight from community pharmacists
Muhammad Shahid Iqbal¹, Mohd Baidi Bahari², Muhammad Zahid Iqbal³
¹Department of Clinical Pharmacy, Faculty of Pharmacy, MAHSA University, Malaysia
²Department of Clinical Pharmacy and Pharmacy Practice, Faculty of Pharmacy, AIMST University, Malaysia
³Department of Clinical Pharmacy and Pharmacy Practice, Faculty of Pharmacy, AIMST University, Malaysia

P006 [ABS-69] Misuse of Benzodiazepines in Pakistan – an exploratory study at community pharmacies
Muhammad Shahid Iqbal¹, Mohd Baidi Bahari², Muhammad Zahid Iqbal³
¹Department of Clinical Pharmacy, Faculty of Pharmacy, MAHSA University, Malaysia
²Department of Clinical Pharmacy, Faculty of Pharmacy, MAHSA University, Malaysia
³Department of Clinical Pharmacy and Pharmacy Practice, Faculty of Pharmacy, AIMST University, Malaysia

P007 [ABS-132] Development and validation of questionnaire on foot care knowledge and practice in diabetic outpatients at a Vietnamese hospital
Ngoc-Cong-Khanh Duong¹, Thao-Yen Tran², Anh-Thai Nguyen³, Thi-Minh-Tam Huynh³, Thi-Ha-Quyen Ngo³, Dac-Bao-Chi Nguyen³, Thi-Thao Le³, Minh-Tien Pham³, Thi-Mai-Hoang Nguyen³
¹Department of Pharmacy, Hoan My My Sai Gon General Hospital, Vietnam
²Department of Clinical Pharmacy, Faculty of Pharmacy, University of Medicine and Pharmacy, Vietnam

P008 [ABS-134] Investigation on the knowledge and practice of foot care among diabetic outpatients attending the University Medical Center Ho Chi Minh City
Ngoc-Cong-Khanh Duong¹, Thao-Yen Tran², Anh-Thai Nguyen³, Thi-Minh-Tam Huynh³, Thi-Ha-Quyen Ngo³, Dac-Bao-Chi Nguyen³, Thi-Thao Le³, Minh-Tien Pham³, Thi-Mai-Hoang Nguyen³
¹Department of Pharmacy, Hoan My My Sai Gon General Hospital, Vietnam
²Department of Clinical Pharmacy, Faculty of Pharmacy, University of Medicine and Pharmacy, Vietnam

P009 [ABS-156] Evaluate potential drug-drug interaction in pediatric prescription at east coast of Surabaya
Ana Khusnul Faizah, Liza Yudistira Yusan
Hang Tuah University, Indonesia

P010 [ABS-256] The affect of audio visual education towards knowledge and the adherence patients with type 1 diabetes mellitus in Dr.Soetomo Hospital Surabaya
Liza Yudistira Yusan¹, Nur Rochmah², Abdul Rahem³, Anita Purnamayanti⁴
¹Department of Clinical Pharmacy, Faculty of Medicine, Study Program of Pharmacy-Hang Tuah University, Indonesia
²Department of Child Health, Faculty of Medicine, Airlangga University-Dr Soetomo Hospital, Indonesia
³Department of Pharmacy Practice,Faculty of Pharmacy-Airlangga University, Indonesia
⁴Department of Clinical Pharmacy and Community-Surabaya University, Indonesia

P011 [ABS-227] Drug utilization 90% profile in University Hospital in Yogyakarta
Areski, Wahyu Imam Prasetyo, Muhammad Nursyahbani Al Ayudi, Annur Riska Eka Putri, Evi Purnamasari, Endang Sulistyowatiningsih
Evaluation of virological and immunological responses of nevirapine- and efavirenz- based highly active antiretroviral therapy) regimens in retroviral disease naïve patients
Aliza Alias1, Noorizan Abdul Aziz2, Mohd Shahezwan A Wahab2
1Department of Pharmacy, Hospital Tengku Ampuan Rahimah, Malaysia
2Faculty of Pharmacy, University Technology MARA, Malaysia

Evaluation on effect of hemodialysis in vancomycin level among end stage renal failure patients
Aliza Alias, Ang Sie Yung, Na Sza Li, Siti ‘Aqilah Nordin, Chong Fui Teng, Gan Hui Lee, Hew Ting King, Yap Wee May
Department of Pharmacy, Hospital Tengku Ampuan Rahimah, Malaysia

A Case of ethambutol induced optic neuropathy in diabetic patient with co-existing pulmonary tuberculosis
Mochamad Djuwadi1, Umi Athiyah1, Yuni Priyandani1 Syed Azhar Syed Sulaiman2
1Department of Community Pharmacy Practice, Faculty of Pharmacy, Universitas Airlangga, Indonesia
2Clinical Pharmacy Department, School of Pharmaceutical Sciences, Universiti Sains Malaysia, Malaysia

Weight loss effect of exenatide on obese/overweight adults without diabetes: A systematic review and meta-analysis of randomized controlled trials
Na Su, Ting Xu, Joey Sun-Wing Kwong, Heyue Due, Kaiun Ren, Qianru Li, Jiangsu Li, Xin Sun, Sheyu Li
1Department of Pharmacy, West China Hospital, Sichuan University, China
2Department of Endocrinology and Metabolism, West China Hospital, Sichuan University, China
3Chinese Evidence-based Medicine Center, West China Hospital, Sichuan University, China
4West China School of Medicine, Sichuan University, China
5Department of Biomedical Polymer and Artificial Organs, College of Polymer Science and Engineering, Sichuan University, China

Effectiveness of medical database management in patients with G6PD deficiency, before and after developing a computerized alert program
Thanatcha Songmuang, Ananya Songmuang
Department of Pharmacy, Warinramrab Hospital, Thailand

The evaluation of filgrastim effectiveness on patients with solid cancer receiving chemotherapy at Dr. Sardjito Public Hospital Yogyakarta, Indonesia
Ebta Narasukma Anggraeny\textsuperscript{1,2}, Fita Rahmawati\textsuperscript{2}, Kartika Widayati Taroen-Hariadi\textsuperscript{1}
\textsuperscript{1}Yayasan Pharmasi College of Pharmacy, Indonesia
\textsuperscript{2}Faculty of Pharmacy, Universitas Gadjah Mada, Indonesia
\textsuperscript{3}Rahmat University, Pharmaceutical Sciences Branch, Iran

P023
[ABS-41] Analysis of hba1c value and platelet function test on chd patients with diabetes mellitus that get clopidogrel therapy
Ridlo Pahlavi, Suharjono, Mohammad Yogiarto, Aryati RSUD Dr. Soetomo Airlangga University, Indonesia

P024
[ABS-22] Clinical outcomes of induction therapy with addition of high dose methotrexate and cytarabine onto standard treatment for patients with newly diagnosed diffused large B-cell lymphoma: an alternative approach
Dang Chee Chean\textsuperscript{1}, Guan Yong Khoo\textsuperscript{1}, Chong Chee Ping\textsuperscript{1}
\textsuperscript{1}Department of Pharmacy (Oncology/Haematology), Hospital Melaka, Malaysia

P025
[ABS-29] Feasibility of PCA compounding in BJU PIVAS
Artemis Yalin Li
Department of Pharmacy, United Family Hospital, China

P026
[ABS-43] The reliability and construct validity of Indonesian version of RAQoL : a rheumatoid arthritis specific quality of life instrument
Sudewi Mukaromah Khoirunnisa, Dyah Aryani Perwitasari
\textsuperscript{1}Institut Teknologi Sumatera, Indonesia
\textsuperscript{2}Universitas Ahmad Dahlan, Indonesia

P027
[ABS-50] Does caffeine consumption affect methotrexate efficacy in patients with rheumatoid arthritis?
Mahdieh Rahmani\textsuperscript{1}, Farshad Hashemian\textsuperscript{1}, Shabnam Hajiseyedabootorabi\textsuperscript{1}, Masoomeh Akhlaghi\textsuperscript{2}, Mahnaz Qomi\textsuperscript{2}
\textsuperscript{1}Department of Clinical Pharmacy, Faculty of Pharmacy, Islamic Azad University, Pharmaceutical Sciences Branch, Iran
\textsuperscript{2}Rheumatology Research Center, Tehran University of Medical Sciences, Iran

P028
[ABS-48] Clinical pharmacist interventions in NICU at Second Xiangya Hospital of Central South University
Ying Wang\textsuperscript{1}, Yi Ping Liu\textsuperscript{1}, Hai Yan Yuan\textsuperscript{1}, Yi Wen Xiao\textsuperscript{1}, Xu Ping\textsuperscript{1}, Tao Bo\textsuperscript{2}
\textsuperscript{1}Clinical Pharmacist Office, Department of pharmacy, The second Xiangya Hospital of Central-South University, China
\textsuperscript{2}Nonatal Intensive Care Unit , Neonatal Department, The second Xiangya Hospital of Central-South University, China

P029
[ABS-49] The role of hospital pharmacists in home and community care
Yukiko Kakumae, Takayuki Suzuki, Shigeki Yamada
Department of Pharmacy, Fujita Health University Hospital, Japan

P030
Yichen Lu
Department of Pharmacy, United Family Hospital, China

P031
[ABS-54] The implement of proactive surveillance system by laboratory alert value
Juthamanee Gromkhuntod, Onauma Buaberg and Team Yasothon Hospital, Thailand

P032
[ABS-58] Transcribing error in a 160-bed hospital in Pekanbaru, Indonesia
Rezi Agustin, Monica Afrinda, Silvia Kurmiati, Laelatul Muniroh, Dian Utami, Sherly Meilianti
Department of Pharmacy, Medical Ancillary Division, Eka Hospital Pekanbaru, Indonesia

P033
[ABS-78] Comparative delayed antibiotic to the antibiotic use in acute pharyngitis patients in Klungkung Regency, Bali
IA Manik Partha\textsuperscript{1}, IMAG Wirasuta\textsuperscript{2}, Fauna Herawati\textsuperscript{1}
\textsuperscript{1}Universitas Udayana, Indonesia
\textsuperscript{2}Universitas Surabaya, Indonesia

P034
[ABS-66] A case of tacrolimus-induced symptomatic hyponatremia after kidney transplantation
Thiyapa Verayachankul\textsuperscript{1}, Jittipon Tantivir\textsuperscript{2}
\textsuperscript{1}Faculty of Pharmaceutical Sciences, Burapha University, Thailand
\textsuperscript{2}Faculty of Pharmaceutical Science, Khon Kaen University, Thailand

P035
[ABS-77] Outcome of pharmaceutical care services in hospitalized patients in Thailand
P036 [ABS-79] Physicochemical compatibility of selected inotropic drugs after reconstitution in a syringe at a Paediatric Intensive Care Unit  
**Suci Hanifah**, Ross A Kennedy³, Patrick A Ball¹, Ari Wibowo¹  
¹Department of Pharmacy, Faculty of Science, Universitas Islam Indonesia, Indonesia  
²School of Pharmacy, Faculty of Science, Charles Sturt University, Australia  
³School of Pharmacy, Faculty of Science and Engineering, University of Wolverhampton, UK

P037 [ABS-87] Drug related problems (drips) and pharmacist interventions of chronic disease patients  
**Wahyu Utamingrum**, Anjar Mahardian Kusuma, Noor Fatih Hidayah, Intan Purmana Dewi  
Faculty of Pharmacy, University of Muhammadiyah Purwokerto, Indonesia

P038 [ABS-83] Drug information retrieval - a change in trend  
**Mohammed Salim KT**  
Al Shifa College of Pharmacy, India

**Muhammad Qamar**, Sharifah Norhazimah, Faiz Ahmed Shaikh, Sohail Ahmad  
Faculty of Pharmacy, MAHSA University, Malaysia

P040 [ABS-111] Drugs use evaluation in pediatric diarrhea patients in one of Government Hospital in Sukabumi  
**Akhmad Priyadi**, DumaTuru Allo¹, Indry Yuniarti¹  
¹Bandung School of Pharmacy, Indonesia  
²Bandung Adventist Hospital, Indonesia

P041 [ABS-122] Antibiotic knowledge and medication compliance among parents of pediatric with upper respiratory tract infection  
**Victoria Yulita Fitriani**, Redemptus Patria Adeliriansyah, Arsyik Ibrahim  
Faculty of Pharmacy, Universitas Mulawarman, Indonesia

P042 [ABS-56] Comparative effectiveness of different interventions to prevent gestational diabetes mellitus: the systematic review and network meta-analysis  
**Dan Liu**¹²³, Lingli Zhang¹²³, Xiantao Zeng¹, Bingchen Lang¹²³, Jinke Li¹, Ting Luo¹²³, Chao Zhang¹, Xianghong Lian¹²³, Wenrui Li¹²³⁴  
¹Department of Pharmacy, West China Second University Hospital, Sichuan University, China  
²Evidence-Based Pharmacy Center, West China Second University Hospital, Sichuan University, China  
³Key Laboratory of Birth Defects and Related Diseases of Women and Children (Sichuan University), Ministry of Education, China  
⁴Center for Evidence-based and Translational Medicine, Zhongnan Hospital, Wuhan University, China  
⁵Department of Gynecology and Obstetrics, West China Second Hospital, Sichuan University, China  
⁶West China School of Pharmacy, Sichuan University, China

P043 [ABS-113] Development of application to report medication error in Suratthani Hospital  
**Piyaporn Jaisue**  
Department of Pharmacy, Suratthani Hospital, Thailand

P044 [ABS-126] Factors associated to non-adherence behavior of ambulatory patient with chronic disease who received pharmacist’s counseling activities at dr. H. Marsidi Judono General Hospital of Belitung Regency Indonesia  
**Fetri Lestari**, Yanti Aryanti, Umi Yuniarni  
Universitas Islam Bandung, Indonesia

P045 [ABS-130] Retrospective study of compounded drug prescriptions for paediatric in a secondary health care facility in Bandung-Indonesia  
**Fetri Lestari**, Yanti Aryanti, Umi Yuniarni  
Universitas Islam Bandung, Indonesia

P046 [ABS-131] Understanding the relationship between the appropriateness of asthma treatment with asthma control level and quality of life  
**Sessila Andriani Keban**¹, Anastasia Dewanti Paramita¹, Triya Damayanti²  
¹Faculty of Pharmacy, Pancasila University, Indonesia  
²Respiratory Department, RSUP Persahabata, Indonesia

**Daniek Viviandhari**, Nora Wulandari, Ninik Setiyawati
[ABS-143] The study of infectious peritonitis and antimicrobial spectrum coverage of empirical therapy among patients undergoing continuous ambulatory peritoneal dialysis at a Regional Hospital in Thailand
Daraporn Rungrai1, Wichai Santimaleeworagun1, Nirun Jangkong2, Siriwan Ruengsawad2
1Department of Pharmacy, Faculty of Pharmacy, Silpakorn University, Thailand
2Department of Pharmacy, Ratchaburi Hospital, Thailand

[ABS-144] Evaluation of pharmacy support system (pss) in identifying potential Drug Related Problems (DRPs) on geriatric outpatient in hospital at Yogyakarta
Arissa Dwiningrum1, Tri M Andayani1, Fita Rahmawati2
1Department of Pharmacy, Dr. Mohammad Hoesin Hospital, Indonesia
2Department of Clinical Pharmacy, Faculty of Pharmacy, Universitas Gadjah Mada, Indonesia

[ABS-146] Oxidative stress and platelet activation in prehypertension subjects
Yati Sumiyati1, Syakib Bakri2, Mansyur Arif3
1Faculty of Pharmacy, Pancasila University, Indonesia
2Faculty of Medicine, Hasanuddin University, Indonesia

Githa Fungie Galistiani, Aulya Khalifiatunnisa, Anjar Mahardian Kusuma
Fakultas Farmasi, Universitas Muhammadiyah Purwokerto, Indonesia

[ABS-150] Population pharmacokinetic therapeutic drug monitoring mobile application for patients, doctors and pharmacists
Sungwoo Goo, Hyun-moon Baek, Jihyun Jeon, Junyoung Kim, Kwang-il Kwon, Hwi-yeol Yun
Chungnam National University, Republic of Korea

Nanang Muniif Yasin1, Djoko Wahyono1, Bambang Sigit Riyanto2, Ika Puspita Sari2
1Department of Pharmacology and Clinical Pharmacy, Faculty of Pharmacy, Universitas Gadjah Mada, Indonesia
2Dr. Sardjito Hospital, Indonesia

[ABS-155] A case report: small doses dexmedetomidine sedation leading to bradycardia
Zilong Dang, Xinan Wu
Department of Pharmacy, 1st Hospital of Lanzhou University, China

[ABS-162] Evaluation of cisplatin combined with 5-HT3 receptor antagonist therapy and the incidence of nephrotoxicity: a retrospective study
Wen Kou, Huanyu Dai, Xinan Wu
The first hospital of Lanzhou University, China

[ABS-168] Antihiperurisemia effect of water fraction cinnamon (Cinnamomum Burmannii (Ness & T. Ness) Blume) on white male rats
Dwiyanti1, Ema Dewanti2
1Faculty of Pharmacy and Science, University of Muhammadiyah Prof. Dr. Hamka, Indonesia
2Department of Pharmacy, Dr. Mohammad Hoesin Hospital, Indonesia

[ABS-169] Potential drug-drug interaction at outpatient prescription in Muhammadiyah Lamongan Hospital
Imanda Dyah Rahmadani, Sunu Sakti Setyari
Department of Outpatient Pharmacy, Muhammadiyah Lamongan Hospital, Indonesia

[ABS-170] Hospital mortality of warfarin patients in various INR ranges on admission at Lampang Hospital, Thailand
Roungtiva Muenpa
Pharmacy Department Lampang Hospital, Thailand

[ABS-178] Compare understanding between conventional labels and RDU labels in NCDs patients at Lampang Hospital, Thailand
Chanatta Wisetsing
Pharmacy Department Lampang Hospital, Thailand

[ABS-181] Evaluation of acute pancreatitis management at United Family Hospital comparing in medicines through comparing with 2013 ACG guideline at United Family Hospital
Miranda LIU1, Hui Amanda CHAO2
1Shanghai United Family Hospital, China
2Faculty of Pharmacy, University of Gadjah Mada, Indonesia
Implementing medication reconciliation in surgery ward at Suratthani Hospital
Phialak Tangkhaphiphat, Nattee Nawakitransan, Tattaya Lohakul, Suchawadee Meechai
Department of Pharmacy, Suratthani hospital, Thailand

Potential incompatibility of intravenous drugs’ administration among intensive care unit patients
Fivy Kurniaiwati1, Fita Rahmawati1, Ardhanarishwari Umi Salama1, Mira Ayundaputi2, Rindita Kristianingrum1
1Department of Pharmacology and Clinical Pharmacy, Universitas Gadjah Mada, Indonesia
2Faculty of Pharmacy, Universitas Gadjah Mada, Indonesia

Antibiotics utilization study in diabetic type 2 patients with complication foot infection (study at Internal Medicine Department Dr. Soetomo Teaching Hospital)
Mela Dwi Wulandari1, Yulistiani2, Eddy Bagus Wasito3, Sony Wibisono4
1Department of Pharmacy, RSUD Dr. Soetomo, Indonesia
2Department of Clinical Pharmacy, Faculty of Pharmacy, Airlangga University, Indonesia
3Department of Microbiology, RSUD Dr. Soetomo, Indonesia
4Department of Internal Medicine, RSUD Dr. Soetomo, Indonesia

Pharmaceutical care for a patient with acute on chronic liver failure complicated spontaneous bacterial peritonitis and pulmonary infection
ZHANG Jian-ping, HE Zhong-fang, WU Xi-an
Department of Pharmacy, The First Hospital of Lanzhou University, China

Pharmacist intervention on medication reconciliation to improve patient safety
Setiawan B., Pravita C., Sriwahyuni T.
Department of Pharmacy, Siloam Hospitals Lippo Village, Indonesia

Drug interaction in hospitalized hypertension patients At Persahabatan Hospital Jakarta
Muhammad Arif Ridwan1, Zainul Islam2, Atika Vitarsi3
1Faculty of Pharmacy and Science Universitas Muhammadiyah Prof. Dr. Hamka, Indonesia
2Department of Pharmacy, Universitas Indonesia
3Department of Pharmacy Persahabatan Hospital Jakarta, Indonesia

Incidence of musculoskeletal adverse drug reaction in patients on statin therapy
Worasak Phutthivani, Watana tosing
Department of Pharmacy, Suratthani hospital, Thailand

The effectiveness evaluation of antiretroviral therapy in Mangusada General Hospital Bali
Herleyana Meriyani, Ni Nyoman Wahyu Udayani, Ketut Agus Adrianta
Akademi Farmasi Saraswati Denpasar, Indonesia

Achievements and challenges in the antimicrobial stewardship programs proceeding
Tian Shuhui, Kojo A. Quansah Jnr
United Family Hospitals (UFH), China

Analysis of patients knowledge of the drugs use for self medication in a pharmacy in Bandung
Ida Lisni, Evi Heryani, Ani Anggriani
Bandung School of Pharmacy, Indonesia

Off label drugs use in pediatric patients at Yogyakarta: a retrospective study
Ndaru Setyaningrum1, Moch Andriawan Miftakhulloh2, Rosita Mulyaningsih1
1Department of Apothecary Universitas Islam Indonesia, Indonesia
2Department of Pharmacy Universitas Islam Indonesia, Indonesia
3Dr. Sardjito Hospital, Indonesia

Investigation on adherence among patients with chronic joint disease at the Rheumatology Clinic of the Hochiminh University Medical Center Hospital
Thao Thi Le1, Hoang Thi Mai Nguyen2
1Department of Pharmacy, FV Hospital, Vietnam
2Department of Clinical Pharmacy, University of Medicine and Pharmacy at Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam

Risk assessment of adverse drug events: a patient safety incident reports in Ari Canti Hospital by 2016
Dewa Ayu Swastini1, Ni Wayan Sri Wahyuni2, Komang Widiantara3
1Department of Pharmacy, Faculty of Mathematic and Basic Science, Udayana University, Indonesia
[ABS-223] Health-related quality of life in patients with chronic kidney disease on hemodialysis

Tri Murti Andayani, Candra Eka Puspitasari, Fredie Irijanto
Faculty of Pharmacy, Universitas Gadjah Mada, Rumah Sakit UGM Yogyakarta, Indonesia


Safarudin, Alwiyah Mukaddas, Simeftiany Indrilemta Lomo, Ingrid Faustine
1Department of Pharmacology and Clinical Pharmacy, Tadulako University, Indonesia
2Department of Pharmaceutical Science, Tadulako University, Indonesia

[ABS-237] Management of carbamates or organophosphates insecticide intoxication at a high care unit

Zamrotul Izzah, Toetik Aryani, Rizky Rodhika, Lestiono
1Department of Clinical Pharmacy, Faculty of Pharmacy, Universitas Airlangga, Indonesia
2Department of Pharmacy, Dr. Ramelan Naval Hospital Surabaya, Indonesia

[ABS-253] The relationship of service quality and complaint handling to patients satisfaction in two public hospitals

RA Oetari, Chairun Wiedyaniingsih, Micie Elsye
1Faculty of Pharmacy, Setia Budi University, Indonesia
2Faculty of Pharmacy, Universitas Gadjah Mada, Indonesia

[ABS-258] Clinical pharmacy’s counselling services on improving blood pressure of uncontrolled hypertension outpatients

Lolita, Dewi Kusumaningsih, Andriana Sari
1Pharmacy Faculty, Ahmad Dahlan University, Indonesia
2Clinical Pharmacy, Dr. Drajad Prawiranegara Hospital Serang Banten, Indonesia

[ABS-261] Relationship between ejection fraction value and segment st - resolution in acute st - elevation myocardial infarction patients with streptokinase therapy

Dinda MN Ratri, Halim P Jaya, Siti Sjamsiah, Mohammad Amminudin
1Department of Clinical Pharmacy, Faculty of Pharmacy, Universitas Airlangga, Indonesia
2Department of Pharmacy, RSUD Dr. Soetomo, Surabaya, Indonesia
3Cardiology and Vascular Medicine Department, RSUD Dr. Soetomo, Indonesia

[ABS-262] Self-medication pattern among women in Cangkringan District of Yogyakarta Province

Yosi Febriantini, Bondan Ardiningtyas, Dessy Milanita Trisdayanti
1Universitas Islam Indonesia, Indonesia

[ABS-269] Analysis and assessment of antibiotic prescriptions in Beijing United Family Hospital based on urine culture

Fei Gao, Yirong Gao, Willson Penny, Quansah Jnr K.A
Beijing United Family Hospital, China

[ABS-274] Effectivity of brinzolamide 1% comparing with other antiglaucoma in “Dr. Yap” Eyes Hospital Yogyakarta

Ramadhan, M, Amirta, I, Dimyat, L
Rumah Sakit Mata “DR. YAP”, Indonesia

[ABS-281] Renal safety profile of hydroxyethyl starch compared to that of modified fluid gelatin in surgical patient

Joyo Kusumo, Eddy Rahardjo, Junaidi Khotib, Mahardian Rahmadi, Budi Suprapti, Dewi Wara Shinta
1Dr. Soetomo Hospital, Indonesia
2Faculty of Pharmacy, Universitas Airlangga, Indonesia

[ABS-283] Epidemiological trend and treatment outcome of leprosy in North-central Nigeria: a 5 year retrospective study

Usman Abubakar, Syed Azhar Syed Sulaiman
Department of Clinical Pharmacy, School of Pharmaceutical Sciences, Universiti Sains Malaysia, Malaysia

[ABS-284] Zoledronic acid induced osteonecrosis of the jaw - a case report

Ding Sin Chong
Department of Pharmacy, Wan Fang Hospital, Taipei Medical University, Taiwan

[ABS-285] Evaluation of patients’ knowledge on their warfarin therapy in tertiary hospital setting

Khairina Binti Subre, Fadli Asmani, Ibrahim Abdullah, Eni Hariadha
Management & Science University (MSU), Malaysia
[ABS-286] Effect of parecoxib as analgesic preemptive for decreasing pain scale at post orif (open reduction with internal fixation) surgery in Muhammadiyah Lamongan Hospital

Rully Yulianndhari¹, Budi Suprapti², Anas Makhfud², Orizanov Mahisa²
¹Airlangga University, Indonesia
²Muhammadiyah Lamongan Hospital, Indonesia

P089

[ABS-288] Assessment of knowledge, attitude and perception of retail pharmacists towards patient safety

Palanisamy Sivanandy¹, Dayalini Rajasekar², Aruna Ranjan², Kalaivani Mathialagan³, Saranya Kumaran³
¹Department of Pharmacy Practice, International Medical University, Malaysia
²School of Pharmacy, International Medical University, Malaysia

P090

[ABS-295] Efficacy and safety of an effective orphan drug in patients with homozygous familial hypercholesterolemia

Xin Liu¹, Yuhui Wang², Zhigang Zha³, George Liu³
¹Department of Pharmacy, Beijing Tiantan Hospital, Capital Medical University, China
²Institute of Cardiovascular Sciences, School of Basic Medicine, Peking University Health Science Center, China

P091

[ABS-298] Evaluation the effect of kondor (Boswellia carterii) oleogum powder capsules on patients with moderate to mild Alzheimer’s disease

Soha Namazi, Pouya Faridi, Maryam Poursadegh Fard, Sara Asadi
Department of Clinical Pharmacy, School of Pharmacy, Shiraz University of Medical Sciences, Iran

P092

[ABS-303] Implementation of clinical pharmacy to optimize drug therapy in a large tertiary hospital

Fitria Nur Hidayah, Kaniya Dumipta
Department of Pharmacy, Cipto Mangunkusumo Hospital, Indonesia

P093

[ABS-304] An evidence based tool for management of patients with the risk of sulfadiazine cross-reactivity

Yue JIANG, Jinjin MOU
Beijing United Family Hospital, China

P094


Abdul Rahman Fata Nahas¹,², Syed Azhar Syed Sulaiman¹
¹Discipline of Clinical Pharmacy, School of Pharmaceutical Sciences, Universiti Sains Malaysia, Malaysia
²Pharmacy Practice Department, Kulliyyah of Pharmacy, International Islamic University Malaysia, Malaysia

P095

[ABS-307] Resistance pattern of empirical antibiotic at high care unit (R26) in Saiful Anwar General Hospital

Sri Winarsih¹, Nunik Wahyuni², Saudia Rakhma³
¹Laboratory of Microbiology, Saiful Anwar General Hospital, Indonesia
²Department of Pharmacy, Saiful Anwar General Hospital, Indonesia

P096

[ABS-341] The comparison between INA-CBG rate and real cost and factors affecting the real cost on patients receiving chemotherapy (Study in RSUD Dr. Soetomo Surabaya)

Umi Athiyah¹, Suhatno², Heny Dwi Arini³
¹Faculty of Pharmacy, Airlangga University, Indonesia
²Oncology Gynecology Division, Dr Soetomo Hospital, Indonesia

P097

[ABS-312] Evaluation of pain medication range orders in surgical patients at Shanghai United Family Hospital

Francis Yau
Shanghai United Family Hospital, Hongkong

P098

[ABS-321] Risks factors of falls among elderly: implications of orthostatism drugs on patients with comorbidities

Hannah AH¹, Jacqueline WHY¹, Rosmaliah A¹, Chew CZ¹, Teh HL¹, Ammar K¹, Chong VY¹, Yau WK² and Lee FS²
¹Pharmacy Department, Hospital Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia
²Geriatric Unit, Medical Department, Hospital Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia

P099


Nur Palestin Ayumuyas¹, Sofia Laily¹, Chairun Nisa²
¹Pharmacy Department, Haji General Hospital Surabaya, Indonesia
²Intensive Care Unit Department, Haji General Hospital Surabaya, Indonesia

P100

[ABS-323] Continuous infusion versus intermittent bolus furosemide in heart failure NYHA III-IV

Samirah¹, Sjamsiah S¹, Yogiarto M²
¹Department of Clinical Pharmacy, Faculty of Pharmacy, Universitas Airlangga, Indonesia
²Department of Cardiology and Vascular Medicines, Faculty of Medicine, Universitas Airlangga, Indonesia

P101
[ABS-327] Drug use evaluation of statin drugs at Beijing United Family Hospital
Xinghua Li, Kathleen Tao
United Family Healthcare, China

P102
[ABS-336] The adherence of drug use to national formulary in BPJS patients at hospital in Yogyakarta
Wahyu Imam Prasetyo, M. Nursyahbani Al Ayudi, Areski, Evi Purnamasari, Annur Riska Eka, Endang Sulistyawatiningsih
Islamic University of Indonesia, Indonesia

P103
[ABS-339] The effect of using pictogram on adherence and blood pressure control in low literacy, elderly patients with hypertension in SIKUMANA Health Care Centre, Kupang
Maria Philomena Erika Rengga
Lecturer, Program of Study of Pharmacy, Citra Husada Mandiri Kupang, Health Science Academy, Indonesia

P104
[ABS-345] Drug used and potential drug interaction in the elderly
Ana Yuda, Gusti Noorizka V.A., Yunita Nita
Department of Pharmacy Practice, Faculty of Pharmacy, Airlangga University, Indonesia

P105
[ABS-11] Assessment of genetic polymorphisms (CYP2C9, CYP2A6, UGT1A6, and UGT2B7) and concentrations of hepatotoxin metabolites in epileptic patients with liver injury treated by monotherapy with valproate
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